Eakta Jain (UF)
Week 8
• Guest lecture by Dr. Carol Beale (UF)
Project Mid-term Presentation

• 10 points

• The goal of this presentation is to tell us which boxes (in your project pitch) you have completed

• Show the results of the completed box in 1 (or max 2) slides

• At a minimum: Everyone should have completed their data collection by this time.
  
  • Show some samples of your data, what is your sanity check for this data (e.g. fixations on the portraits fall on eyes and mouth, there is this hilariously funny movie and everyone’s heart rate went up on it) … this is different for every project, so think about your project goals and your data and then create this slide

• We’ll do these presentations by project topic because many of you did combined data collection, so write all the names on the first slide

• When your workflows diverge, your presentations diverge (though its all one slide deck)